
LESSON 1: How could buying candy affect orangutan populations in the wild?
PREVIOUS LESSON There is no previous lesson.

THIS LESSON

ANCHORING PHENOMENON

3 days

 

In this lesson, we examine headlines that claim that our candy buying could affect orangutan populations in
the wild. We examine candy ingredients and realize that one ingredient, palm oil, is produced in the same
location in which orangutans live (the islands of Borneo and Sumatra in Indonesia). We read about
rainforests in Indonesia being cut down to make room for growing oil palm. We wonder how increasing oil
palm trees can lead to a decrease in orangutans. After generating a list of related phenomena, we develop a
Driving Question Board to guide future investigations.

NEXT LESSON We will investigate what it means to be a plantation system and we will decide that there are different meanings biologically and historically. We will read and
examine data about soybean and canola oil as possible substitutes for palm oil. We will figure out that all three oils require clearing land for farming, which
harms animals, and palm oil is more efficient at producing oil per land area. This makes us wonder if there is somewhere else we can grow palm oil so that we
don’t harm orangutans.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-LS2-1, MS-LS2-2, MS-LS2-4,
MS-LS2-5

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

Develop an initial systems model to describe a phenomenon in which changes to one living component of an ecosystem (cause) affects the
other living parts of the ecosystem (effect).

Ask questions that arise from initial observations of populations in an ecosystem to help seek additional information about the parts of the
ecosystem and how they interact.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

One of the main ingredients in many types of candy and cosmetic products is palm oil.
Palm oil comes from an oil palm plant.
Farmers/companies are cutting down rainforests to plant oil palm plants.
As oil palm numbers increase, orangutan and tiger numbers decrease.
As oil palm numbers increase, rats, pigs, and snakes also increase.



Lesson 1 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 15 min INTRODUCE THE PHENOMENON: CANDY BUYING COULD BE KILLING ORANGUTANS
Read a headline about orangutans going extinct and watch a video showing orangutans in their
natural habitat. Read a second surprising headline that buying candy could be killing
orangutans. Brainstorm how buying candy could affect orangutans in the wild.

A-D Orangutan, chart paper, markers, BBC Wild Indonesia
video

2 17 min IDENTIFY WHAT CONNECTS CANDY TO ORANGUTANS
Examine candy ingredient lists and consider the sources of each ingredient and where each
ingredient is grown. Revise our thinking about the connection between candy and orangutans.

E-H Global Production: Where Ingredients Are Grown, Initial
Ideas Diagram - Version 1 (made on day 1), Initial Ideas
Diagram - Version 2 (made on day 1), chart paper,
markers

3 10 min EXAMINE DATA ON PALM OIL TREES AND ORANGUTANS
Predict the relationship between oil palm trees and orangutans. Examine data related to
orangutan populations and oil palm populations over time.

I-J Land used to grow oil palm in Indonesia, Orangutan
Populations Over Time

4 3 min NAVIGATION
Brainstorm additional information we need to better understand the relationship between
orangutans and oil palm.

K

End of day 1

5 3 min NAVIGATION
Take stock of what we have already figured out about what is happening in Indonesia.

L

6 10 min GATHER ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THROUGH A SHORT READING
Gather additional information through a short reading about oil palm plantations in Indonesia.

M Growing Oil Palm in Indonesia or Reading: Growing Oil Palm
in Indonesia

7 8 min IDENTIFY WHAT WE NEED TO INCLUDE IN OUR MODELS
Identify what we need to include in our models to explain this problem.

N Develop An Initial Model: Candy and Orangutans, chart
paper, markers

8 7 min DEVELOP AN INITIAL MODEL
Develop an initial model with a thought partner to answer the question, “How could buying
candy with palm oil affect orangutan populations and other populations in the wild?”

O Develop An Initial Model: Candy and Orangutans

9 15 min DEVELOP AN INITIAL CONSENSUS MODEL
Gather in a Scientists Circle to develop an initial consensus model.

P Develop An Initial Model: Candy and Orangutans, chart
paper, markers, Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 2 (made
on day 1)

10 2 min NAVIGATION
Prompt students to think about other examples in which changing one component in an
ecosystem caused other components to also change for home learning.

Q

End of day 2

11 8 min SHARE RELATED PHENOMENA
Share responses to “When have you seen or heard of cases in which changing one living thing
in an ecosystem has an affect on other living things in the same area?”

R chart paper, markers



Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

12 6 min DEVELOP INITIAL QUESTIONS
Write down different questions students have about the orangutans and palm oil case and
related experiences.

S sticky notes, markers

13 20 min BUILD THE DRIVING QUESTION BOARD
Develop a Driving Question Board to create a shared space for student questions.

T sticky notes, markers, Driving Question Board

14 8 min BRAINSTORM IDEAS FOR DATA AND INFORMATION WE NEED
Use the categories of questions and have students identify the data and information that
would help them answer each category of questions.

U Driving Question Board, chart paper

15 3 min NAVIGATION
Conclude the lesson by working with students to decide on next steps.

V

End of day 3



Lesson 1 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
Orangutan
Global Production: Where Ingredients Are Grown
Land used to grow oil palm in Indonesia
Orangutan Populations Over Time
Growing Oil Palm in Indonesia or Reading: Growing Oil Palm in Indonesia
Develop An Initial Model: Candy and Orangutans
sticky notes
markers

chart paper
markers
BBC Wild Indonesia video
Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 1 (made on day 1)
Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 2 (made on day 1)
Driving Question Board

Materials preparation (20 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Test the BBC Wild Indonesia video ahead of time. The video link is found on slide A and located at
(https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/palmoil ).

Prepare all posters (e.g., Related Phenomena, Ideas for Data and Information We Need) ahead of time.

Prepare chart paper for the consensus model on day 2 with the lesson question and the model stem already drawn onto the
paper, as shown in the example to the right. Note there is some blue text on the example, that does not need to be drawn on
the chart ahead of time.

Download the Communicating in Scientific Ways file from the website and use it in your classroom as a poster or add it to
students’ science notebooks as a handout.

Determine where to set up the Driving Question Board and posters so that students can gather around them.

Make and post a discussion norms poster near your DQB space if you haven’t already.

https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/palmoil


Lesson 1 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

This lesson elicits students’ initial ideas about how changes in one part of an ecosystem can affect living things in other parts of the same ecosystem. In this lesson, students are
introduced to the anchoring phenomenon—orangutan populations in Borneo and Sumatra (islands in Indonesia) are going down. The decline in orangutan populations is connected
with increased palm oil production. Palm oil is an oil used in many candy and beauty products. As the demand for palm oil increases, farmers in Indonesia are clearcutting rainforests to
make room for oil palm plantations. Orangutans need certain rainforest trees for food and shelter and can’t survive on the oil palm plantations. The goal established in Lesson 1 is to
figure out, “How does changing an ecosystem affect what lives there? By the end of the unit, students will be able to answer this question by describing the living and nonliving
components in the ecosystem and the interactions between those components.

The term “plantation” is used infrequently in this first lesson of the unit. While this term is in widespread use in the palm oil industry today, at the beginning of Lesson 2, students pause
to discuss what they know about the meaning of the word scientifically, and the meaning of the word socially and historically in the United States. From Lesson 2 onward, students use
“farm” (or comparable term) instead of “plantation” given the painful history of the plantation system in the U.S. and other countries worldwide.

Where We Are NOT Going

The term “populations” is used throughout this lesson. In previous units, students considered individuals but have not yet been introduced to the idea of populations. At this point in the
unit, it is not important for students to have a complete understanding of the word “populations.” Students will build this understanding in Lesson 6.

In addition, it is not important for students to have a complete understanding of the different components in the ecosystem and the interactions among the components. Rather,
students should focus on sharing their initial ideas about the components and interactions. Students will build this understanding throughout the unit.

This unit directly builds off of OpenSciEd Unit 7.4: Where does food come from, and where does it go next? (Maple Syrup unit). This unit does not build an understanding of food webs,
so students should come in with that previous knowledge. This unit will reinforce the concept of food webs in a new context.



15 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 1
1 · INTRODUCE THE PHENOMENON: CANDY BUYING COULD BE KILLING ORANGUTANS
MATERIALS: science notebook, Orangutan, chart paper, markers, BBC Wild Indonesia video

Launch the unit by meeting the orangutans. Tell students that you recently learned about a concerning situation involving orangutans.✱
Project slide A and read the headline from The Independent—“Orangutans Could Face Complete Extinction Within 10 Years, Animal
Charity Warns.” To introduce students to the orangutans, play the BBC Wild Indonesia video from the slide and also located here:
https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/palmoil . The video provides a brief background on where orangutans live and what they
eat.

Give students a few moments to review the information on the Orangutan reference card.

While watching the video, students may have noticed that the orangutans only live in Borneo and Sumatra. To help orient students as
to where the orangutans live, present slide B. Explain that Borneo and Sumatra are two of the islands that make up Indonesia. Show
students where Borneo and Sumatra are on the Indonesian map. Then, show students where Indonesia is on the world map in the
upper righthand corner of the image. Point out the United States and the Pacific Ocean on the world map. Finally, zoom back in to
Indonesia, followed by Borneo and Sumatra.

Meet the cause for potential orangutan extinction. Tell students that, while you found it concerning that the orangutans could go extinct
in the next 10 years, you were really concerned about the potential cause for orangutan extinction. Present slide C and read the headline
from The Huffington Post, “Your Halloween Candy Could be Killing Orangutans.” Pose the question, How could whether we buy candy have
any impact on orangutan populations in the wild? Give students a minute to individually think about the question. Then, give students 1-2
minutes to turn and talk with a partner about the question. The purpose of this Turn and Talk is for students to voice their initial ideas
about the phenomenon.

Lead an Initial Ideas Discussion to brainstorm the connection between buying candy and potential
orangutan extinction.✱ Lead a whole-group brainstorming discussion about how our action of buying
candy could be affecting the orangutans. Present slide D and remind them that the claim from The
Huffington Post article is that Our candy buying could affect orangutans in the wild. We are wondering, How
could buying candy affect orangutan populations in the wild?

Draw a quick sketch similar to the diagram on slide D onto a piece of chart paper. This will be referred to
as “Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 1.” Point to the arrow and have students brainstorm what could be
happening to connect the two things.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

If you are teaching this unit around a particular holiday event (Halloween, Valentine’s Day, etc.), situate the
candy topic around the holiday.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: To establish that there is a connection between consumer choices and animals
in the wild and to elicit students’ prior knowledge about these connections.

Listen for:
The candy could be made from trees or plants that the orangutans need to survive.
We could be harming the orangutans habitat when we are getting the ingredients to make the
candy.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Research shows that middle-school
students like exotic animals more than
local animals (Schuttler, Stevenson, Kays, &
Dunn, 2019). Through books, movies, and
visits to the zoo, they may have seen and
learned about exotic species more than
local ones, thus having more prior
experience to contribute. However, the
overall goal here is to connect what is
happening in exotic ecosystems with
charismatic animals to our personal
consumer choices. This is just the initial
entry into the unit. After several weeks of
building model ideas in this context,
students will have the opportunity to
transition their focus to a local
phenomena/design challenge.

✱ STRATEGIES FOR THIS INITIAL
IDEAS DISCUSSION

The purpose of an Initial Ideas Discussion is
to get students’ initial ideas and
experiences on the table and to provide a
supportive opportunity for students to
make sense of what may not be fully
formed ideas. During this discussion, help
students realize that there are gaps in our
understanding to promote curiosity.

https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/palmoil


17 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What are some of our initial ideas about how these two things could
be connected?

The candy could be made from trees or plants that the orangutans
need to survive.

The orangutans eat the chocolate, and it makes them sick (like when
dogs eat chocolate).

The candy wrapper becomes pollution that is harmful to the
orangutans.

Orangutans are somehow used to make chocolate (like as an
ingredient in chocolate).

Orangutans fur or body is used to make plastic wrappers.

SCIENCE
NOTEBOOK

This is the first use of the science notebook for this new unit. You may need time to organize a new section
in the notebook. It is recommended to have students do the following:

Reserve a blank page at the start of the unit, to be titled on day 3 of this lesson when students are
given the unit question.
After the title page, reserve 2 pages (4 pages front-to-back) for the table of contents (unless all
tables of contents are at the front of the notebook).
Reserve 10 pages (20 pages front-to-back) for the Progress Tracker pages.
Number the pages so that everyone begins the first investigation of the unit on the same page
number.

Remind students that the notebook is their tool for recording their observations, evidence, and ideas to
share with the classroom community. They should see it as a space to brainstorm and record their thinking,
as well as a place to show how their thinking changes as they learn more.

2 · IDENTIFY WHAT CONNECTS CANDY TO ORANGUTANS
MATERIALS: Global Production: Where Ingredients Are Grown, Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 1 (made on day 1), Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 2 (made on day 1), chart paper, markers

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

In the Maple Syrup unit, students determined that all ingredients in food came from either plants or
animals. Students also have experience examining food labels.

Discuss how investigating candy ingredients could help us figure out the connection between candy and the orangutans. Project slide E
and say, It seems like we need to know more about what is in candy since we’ve done some study of foods in our earlier units. I have a few more
resources for us to look at, including candy ingredient lists and information about some of those ingredients. We already have some experience
reading these labels, so there may be clues in the ingredients that could be helpful to us. Lead a brief discussion about how investigating more
about what’s in candy might help us figure out the connection between the candy and the orangutans.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN DEVELOPING AND
USING MODELS

Building the initial models helps expose
students to certain modeling conventions
for this unit. In Lesson 6, students will
develop the modeling convention that
boxes will stand for a group of organisms
of plants and animals and arrows or lines
between the boxes represent a connection.
Use this opportunity to model for students
how to include a new component of the
system (box), connection/ interaction
between components (line/arrow) and a
description of the connection (text written
on or near the line between two boxes).



Suggested prompt Sample student response

How could investigating more about what’s in candy help us figure out
the connection between candy and the orangutans?

If we look at the ingredient lists, maybe we can see if there are any
ingredients from where the orangutans live. This could help us figure
out if we are using something to make candy that the orangutans
need to survive.

We could see if any of the ingredients are poisonous to the
orangutans.

Examine top candy ingredient lists. Project slide F with the top candy ingredient lists from several different kinds of candy. Arrange
students into pairs or groups of 3, sitting near each other for a brief discussion. Have students examine the ingredient lists for the
different types of candy and discuss from where they think the ingredients came (e.g., plants or animals). You may wish to point out
that the ingredients listed are the top ingredients in candy and don’t include the ingredients that make up less than 1-2% of the candy.

Bring students back together as a whole group. Project slide G and discuss, as a class, the main plant and animal sources for candy. Make
a list on the board or on chart paper. An example list is provided below.

Ingredient Source
Sugar Sugarcane
Wheat flour Wheat
Nonfat milk, lactose, whey Milk/cows
Cocoa butter, cocoa Cocoa
Palm kernel oil, palm oil, partially
hydrogenated palm kernel oil

Oil palm

Ground roasted peanuts, peanuts Peanuts
Corn syrup Corn

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

As ingredients arise that have slightly different names, discuss how these are likely from the same source
(e.g., palm kernel oil, palm oil, and partially hydrogenated palm kernel oil). Group ingredients from the
same source (e.g., milk, lactose, and whey). Ingredients on the labels that students may wonder about that
they aren’t familiar with include molasses (from sugarcane).

Examine the map showing where each candy ingredient is grown. Say, We thought looking at what’s in the candy might help us figure out this
connection. Now that we know what the ingredients are, let’s look at where these ingredients are grown and see if there are any connections to
orangutans.

Project the map on slide H, which shows the top producing country of each ingredient. You can also hand out the Global Production:
Where Ingredients Are Grown map so that students can look at the map on their own if you wish to. This reference sheet is printed in
color in the Student Edition but can also be handed out to students to attach to their notebooks.

Ask, What connections do you see between what is in our candy and the orangutans? Have students discuss the question first in pairs and then
share out their ideas as a class. You may wish to go back to slide B if students have forgotten where the orangutans live.



Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 2

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What connections do you see between what is in our candy and the
orangutans?

It looks like oil palm is mostly grown in Indonesia, which is where the
orangutans live.

This makes us think that there is a relationship between the
orangutans and the oil palm in our candy.

Revise our initial diagram representing the connection between our candy and the orangutans. Return to Initial Ideas Diagram - Version
1 that you sketched on chart paper from slide D and revise ideas about connection between orangutans and candy to include palm oil.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Now that we know more, how can we revise our thinking on the
diagram? What additional information helps us understand the
connection between the candy and the orangutans?

We know that there is an overlap in where orangutans live and where
the palm oil comes from.

Where does palm oil come from? Palm oil is an ingredient that comes from oil palm trees.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

In the Maple Syrup unit, students spent time figuring out which food items come from plants. Students
should be able to draw upon this knowledge in order to reason that palm oil comes from the oil palm tree.

As a class, come to a consensus about how to represent the relationship between our candy
and the orangutans, given the new information about candy ingredients and palm oil.
Represent this revised model on a piece of chart paper. Include the candy bar on one side,
the orangutan on the other, and add in detail about palm oil in candy and palm oil coming
from palm trees.✱ If students just say “palm oil,” probe for where the palm oil comes from,
then add another box and press students for the connection. Write the connection above
the arrow (e.g., palm oil is an ingredient that comes from oil palm trees).

An example is provided on the right. This revised diagram will be referred to as Initial Ideas
Diagram - Version 2 in the teacher edition.



10 min3 · EXAMINE DATA ON PALM OIL TREES AND ORANGUTANS
MATERIALS: science notebook, Land used to grow oil palm in Indonesia, Orangutan Populations Over Time

Probe students for what they think the relationship is between oil palm trees and orangutans. Project slide I and have students discuss
the following questions in pairs:

How could oil palm trees affect orangutans?
If there were fewer/more oil palm trees, what would happen to the orangutans?
What information would we need to support our predictions?

After discussing in pairs, have students share their ideas with the class. If students don’t know much about the system, they may think
that orangutans need oil palm trees to survive—so when they cut down oil palm trees, orangutans lose their habitat. In this case,
students might predict that, when oil palm decreases, the orangutan population decreases. Press students to provide ideas for evidence
that they would need to support their predictions. In most cases, we would need evidence about the palm trees and orangutans over
time. Tell students that you anticipated that they might ask for that data, so you were able to find information about the oil palm and
orangutans over time.

Direct students to the Land used to grow oil palm in Indonesia and Orangutan Populations Over Time data reference sheets in their
student edition. These data sheets contain information about the palm oil and orangutans over time. Alternatively, these can be copied
and passed out to individual students as a handout. Say, It seems like we need to pay attention to the oil palm trees and orangutans over time.
Let’s take a look at some data about orangutan populations and oil palms.

Divide students into groups of 3 to examine the orangutan and oil palm data. Project slide J and prompt students to discuss the
following questions in their small groups:

What has happened to the orangutans over time? The oil palm trees?
What is the relationship between orangutan populations and oil palm trees?

Debrief the relationship between orangutans and oil palm trees as a whole class. Have groups share ideas from their discussions.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What is the relationship between the orangutans and oil palm trees? As the oil palm trees went up, the orangutans went down!

What was surprising to you? It was surprising that the oil palm trees were going up. We thought
that the orangutans needed something from the oil palm trees, so we
expected that, since the orangutans were going down, the oil palm
trees must have also been going down. But, it looks like there is
something else going on since the oil palms are going up!

Revisit the Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 2 to summarize the discussion. Point to the Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 2, focusing on the
relationship between the oil palm trees and orangutans. Say, Our initial explanation doesn’t seem to explain, yet, what is happening between
the oil palm trees and orangutans. Now we need to figure out how palm trees going up is related to orangutans going down. ✱

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

As students examine new data, students should move away from the idea that orangutans are used in the
making of candy, candy wrappers, or are dying because of candy wrappers and trash. Instead, they should
be more focused that orangutans are connected to oil palm because of their needs for food or habitat.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Use the palm oil issue as a way to
communicate relevance and set a purpose
around a shared global concern. While
palm oil and the ecosystem it affects could
seem far away to many students, creating a
personal connection to the anchoring
phenomenon/problem through consumer
choices and our shared desire to protect
rainforests can help make the unit, and the
science ideas within it, more meaningful to
students.



3 min

3 min

4 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Brainstorm additional information. Project slide K and ask students, What additional information do we need about what is happening in
Indonesia? Have students share their ideas with the class. As students share their ideas, jot notes about the additional information that
students are looking for.✱

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What additional information do we need about what is happening in
Indonesia?

We need to know more about what causes oil palms to go up.

We need to know more about palm oil in general.

We need to know more about what orangutans and oil palm trees
need to live and grow.

We need to know more about whether oil palm trees are helpful or
harmful to the orangutans.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Self-documentation is a way for students
to personally connect to the phenomenon.
There is a structured self-documentation
activity in Lesson 5, but you can use it here
as well. Ask students to look around their
homes, school, or stores for a product or
products that contain palm oil. They can
take a photo of the product with their
phone to share with the class or load to a
class website, or the can bring the empty
product container to school. Combined,
the students could amass a wide variety of
food and cosmetic/personal care products
that contain palm oil. This strategy can
help make the problem more relevant and
connected to students.

End of day 1

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Take stock of what we have already figured out about what is happening in Indonesia. Project slide L and lead a discussion about what
we have already figured out about the candy and the orangutans.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What did we figure out about the candy and the orangutans? We figured out that a lot of candy (and cosmetic products) has an
ingredient called palm oil in it. We think palm oil comes from oil palm
trees. Oil palm trees are grown in Indonesia, where the orangutans
live!

We figured out that, as oil palm goes up, orangutan populations go
down. This was surprising to us!

Remind students that, at the end of last class, they asked for more information about what is happening with the oil palm and the
orangutans.



10 min

8 min

6 · GATHER ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THROUGH A SHORT READING
MATERIALS: Growing Oil Palm in Indonesia or Reading: Growing Oil Palm in Indonesia

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

In the reading about palm oil, the term plantation is used to describe where oil palms are farmed in
Indonesia and other countries. This is the terminology commonly used for oil palm agriculture globally.
Some students may have only heard this word used in conjunction with slavery in the United States and
many students may associate the word plantation with exploited or slave labor. The Latin roots of the term
plantation means “a planting” and refers to a large planting of very few crops on a piece of land. Over the
course of history, this term has been used in many contexts and cultures. In the United States, this term is
loaded with additional meaning, reflecting our history of slavery on tobacco and cotton plantations in the
south. Using this term may upset your students, so it will be necessary to have a conversation with them
about the meaning of the word. Lesson 2 includes 1 day of instruction and additional support to have this
conversation with your students and to decide to use a term that is not loaded with our painful history of
slavery, such as the terms “farm” or “orchard”.

Introduce the reading. Project slide M and say, I have a short reading about the oil palm trees and how they are grown and used for palm oil.
There may be more information in the reading about the problem we discussed yesterday. Let’s remind ourselves of the different ideas about how
the oil palm going up could be affecting the orangutans. Listen for student ideas.

Foreground the purpose of the reading. Say, The purpose of the reading is to help us understand why oil palm trees going up might be related to
orangutan populations going down. We are also trying to gather any other information we can about what is happening in Indonesia.

Give students time to individually read Growing Oil Palm in Indonesia and discuss the questions on slide M in small groups.
Alternatively, pass out the Reading: Growing Oil Palm in Indonesia handout if you want students to mark the text and attach it to their
science notebooks. After sharing their ideas in small groups, have a few students share out their ideas from their discussions.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Why are oil palm trees going up? Oil palm trees are going up because they are cutting down
rainforests to plant oil palm.

Farmers are planting oil palm trees in these oil palm plantations.

What other information did you notice? Tiger populations are also going down.

Snake and rat populations seem to be going up.

7 · IDENTIFY WHAT WE NEED TO INCLUDE IN OUR MODELS
MATERIALS: science notebook, Develop An Initial Model: Candy and Orangutans, chart paper, markers

Set the purpose of the model. Show slide N. The purpose of developing an initial model is to answer the question, How could buying
candy with palm oil affect orangutan populations and other populations in the wild? Say, Okay, so they’re cutting down rainforests and planting oil
palm trees. How could that be causing orangutan numbers to change? And what about all of these other organisms that are also changing? We’re
going to try to explain as much as we know about this, but, first, let’s decide what to include in our models.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

It is important to be intentional about
making model representations accessible
to students who may be color-blind.
Consider using grey scales or dotted lines.



First, identify what we already know about what leads to increases and decreases in the number of living things that are living in an
area. Have students make a T-chart in their notebook and generate a list of things that could cause a population to go up or down.
Students may work with a partner to generate their lists. You may wish to provide an example to help students get started. An example
list is provided below:

Increases Decreases
A lot of food and water
A lot of space and homes/habitat
Making babies/reproducing
Not a lot of predators
No one is killing them

Can’t find food
Being hunted or killed
Lose their homes
Can’t reproduce
Too many predators
Pollution killing them
Climate change killing them

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Students likely know the term “ecosystem” from their previous learning of Grade 5 LS2.A: Interdependent
Relationships in Ecosystems. However, consider probing students’ understanding of ecosystems throughout
this discussion.

Next, lead a discussion to help students identify which components would be important to identify in the model. On chart paper,
develop an initial list of the living and nonliving things in the ecosystem that we know about right now.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What components can we all agree are in the model? Orangutans, oil palm, rainforest trees, tigers, rats, pigs, snakes,
people, candy, the sun, rain, leopards.

Layer on what is happening to each component. Show students how to indicate whether it
is going up, going down, staying the same, or don’t know.

Next, layer on how we might represent the interaction between two components. Select
two components as an example—the palm kernel and the rats. Show that we can represent
an interaction between the two components by drawing a line or an arrow and writing a
quick explanation about the interaction, which could draw from what we know about what
leads populations to increase or decrease.

Examples of the components and interactions are shown to the right.

Handout Develop An Initial Model: Candy and Orangutans. Have students record the
agreed-upon model components that were recorded on chart paper and symbols for model
interactions in the appropriate boxes.✱

Prepare students to work with the components and interactions to create their initial
models. Before having students develop initial models on their own, prime students to
create their initial models by asking a series of probing questions:

Using a key can be beneficial to all students
in clearly understanding symbols in the
model, but these kinds of graphical
representations of ideas can also embody
representations of key concepts and
processes and support students in using
multiple modalities for meaning-making,
which is a powerful tool for equitable
participation. Encourage students to
develop their models using both linguistic
resources and multiple modalities when
sharing their ideas and reasoning.



7 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What interactions could be playing out in your model? We know that there is a relationship between the oil palm and
orangutans, but it probably isn’t direct; we think there might need to
be other living things or nonliving things involved.

We think the tigers could be eating the orangutans.

We know the rainforest trees are being cleared to plant oil palm
trees.

If a population is decreasing, what things from our brainstorm list do
you think might be causing the decrease? How is the decrease related
to another component of the system?

Can’t find food. Maybe another thing in the ecosystem is eating the
food.

Lose their homes. Maybe humans are cutting down their homes but
cutting down rainforest trees.

Too many predators. Maybe the predators like oil palm.

If a population is increasing, what things from our brainstorm list do
you think might be causing the increase? How is the increase related
to another component of the system?

Lots of space and homes/habitat. Maybe the living thing likes living in
places where they grow oil palm.

Not a lot of predators. Maybe the predators can’t live in the place
where they grow oil palm.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

In previous units when we worked with models, we didn’t actually have to draw the “thing” in the model
(e.g., the orangutans). Remind students that it is OK to write the word “orangutan” and put it in a box rather
than drawing the actual “orangutan.” Students may use arrows to show a connection that isn’t necessarily a
food connection. That is OK for where they are in the modeling process right now. Students should recall
from the Maple Syrup unit that they can represent individual organisms in boxes. The move to use a box to
represent populations of organisms may be uneven for students right now, but that is OK, as they will
develop that idea in Lesson 6.

8 · DEVELOP AN INITIAL MODEL
MATERIALS: science notebook, Develop An Initial Model: Candy and Orangutans

Work with a thought partner to develop an initial model. Project slide O and refer students to Develop An Initial Model: Candy and
Orangutans. Assemble students into pairs to develop an initial model to answer the question, “How could buying candy with

palm oil affect orangutan populations and other populations in the wild?” Students should develop their own models but can talk
things through with their thought partner. Partners do not need to co-construct the same initial model, but they can if they want.

Keep the following visible to students:
The question on slide O, “How could buying candy with palm oil affect orangutan populations and other populations in the
wild?”
The chart with a list of things that cause living things to increase or decrease
The chart with agreed-upon components
The chart with agreed-upon conventions for representing interactions

As students develop their initial models, circulate to encourage students to use the agreed-upon conventions.



15 min

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Ask students to leave their notebooks in the classroom for you to assess their work. For the initial ecosystem
models, look for:

Inclusion of the agreed upon living components in the system models (such as the palm trees,
orangutans, rats, snakes, tigers, and pigs),
agreement upon the needs that these livings components have, such as needs for food, water, air,
habitat or shelter,
agreement on ways that living things can increase (a lot of food or water, a lot of mates, not very
many predators) and decrease (very little food or water, can’t reproduce, many predators),
disagreement or uncertainty about interactions between living things in the system.
disagreement or uncertainty about which things are causing increases or decreases in the different
living things.

If your students struggle with identifying important components of the ecosystems, refer them back to the
class-developed list of ecosystem components. Students may also wish to revisit Growing Oil Palm in
Indonesia to find more information about the components in the ecosystem.

9 · DEVELOP AN INITIAL CONSENSUS MODEL
MATERIALS: science notebook, Develop An Initial Model: Candy and Orangutans, chart paper, markers, Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 2 (made on day 1)

Gather students in a Scientists Circle to develop an initial consensus model.✱ Have students bring their science notebooks with them to
the circle. As a class, work together to build a new systems model, starting with the initial model from day 1. Project slide P and say,
There may be a lot of similarities and differences in our ideas about how buying candy that contains palm oil could affect orangutan populations and
other populations in the wild. Let’s come together and make a consensus model of what we agree on in our explanation and where we disagree or
have questions.

Say, Since we developed our initial diagram, we gathered some more information about the different components in the ecosystem and how those
components might be interacting. We need to figure out what parts of our explanation we agree upon and what parts we need to investigate to make
a full and complete model for how buying candy can affect the orangutan population and other populations in the wild.

Post Initial Ideas Diagram - Version 2 on the board. Start co-constructing additions or revisions to this model by adding additional
components and interactions that the class identified in the last step. Title this model, “How could buying candy that contains palm oil
affect orangutan populations and other populations in the wild?” ✱

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

You will form a Scientists Circle in many
lessons. If this is your first time forming
one, you will need longer than 15 minutes
to coordinate it. If your class is familiar with
the Scientists Circle, the movement in and
out of the circle can happen fairly quickly.
Setting up the norms and logistics for
forming, equitably participating in, and
breaking down that space is important to
do if this is your first time forming such a
space. Having students sit in a circle so that
they can see and face one another can help
build a sense of shared mission and a
community of learners working together.
Returning to this Scientists Circle
throughout the course of the unit to take
stock of what the class has figured out and
where students need to go next will be an
important tool in helping the class take on
greater agency in steering the direction of
their learning. This circle will also help build
a sense of pride in their work. You may
want to inform students that professional
scientists also collaborate with one another
to brainstorm, discuss, and review their
work.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
THREE-DIMENSIONAL LEARNING



KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: Develop an initial class consensus model to capture the ideas we agree and
disagree on or are more uncertain about to explain how buying candy that contains palm oil could affect
orangutan populations and other populations in the wild. Help them realize that, while we have agreement
upon some common ideas, we still have many questions.

Listen for these ideas:
Areas of agreement:

As we need more palm oil, farmers in Indonesia need to grow more oil palm trees.
The tigers are eating the orangutans.
The orangutans either need something from the rainforest that they aren’t getting in the places
where they grow oil palm OR there is something in these places that is harming them.
The interactions between the living and nonliving things in the ecosystem are complex and seem
to impact each other.

Possible areas of disagreement or controversy:
What is happening to the orangutans? Is there something in the places where they grow oil palm
that is harming the orangutans? Do the orangutans need something in the rainforest?
Why are rats, snakes, and pig populations also changing? Do rats, pigs, and snakes do better in
places with oil palm? Do rats, pigs, and snakes eat orangutans as they are dying? Do orangutans
also eat rats, pigs, and snakes?
Why can’t orangutans just live in palm trees?

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

What are some new things that we can add
to the model to include any new
components?

Snakes, rats, pigs, tigers, rainforest trees. Is this something everyone showed?

How did different people show the
interactions between these different
components? Did we all show it the same
way?

What is happening to the components? Are
they going up, going down, or are you not
sure?

We know that orangutans and tigers are
going down and that rats, snakes, and pigs
are going up. We also think that oil palm
trees are going up and rainforest trees are
going down.

Do all of those changes happen
immediately? Are some of those changes
delayed?

What are some differences in how you
showed the interactions between the
components

I showed the snakes, rats, and pigs eating the
dead stuff from the rainforest that was cut
down.

I showed the snakes, rats, and pigs eating
food in the places where oil palm is growing.

So, are you saying that snakes, rats, and pigs
might do better in the new environment?
Can you say more about that?

How is that different from what ____ is
showing?

Hmm, that’s interesting. Did anyone else
show the interactions between the different
components differently?

Are the connections between the
components one way, two way, or not sure?

Using systems models and cause-and-
effect to initially model the interactions
between populations.



Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

What do we think is causing ___ and ___ to
interact this way? What could we write in as
the “mechanism” on top of the line showing
the connection?

For tigers and orangutans, we could show
that tigers are eating the orangutans.

For orangutans and rainforest trees, we
could say that orangutans somehow need
the rainforest trees; we think for food, but we
aren’t exactly sure yet.

Which of these mechanisms are we sure
about?

Which of these mechanisms would we need
more evidence about?

Say, It seems like we have a lot of ideas about what is going on in Indonesia, but we have a lot of gaps in our mechanisms. We don’t really know why
orangutans can’t just live in the oil palm trees. It sounds like we need to find some more information or data, or perhaps do more investigations to
figure this out! An example of an initial consensus model can be found below. This is just one example of the model, and its important to
follow your students ideas during this discussion and not feel strongly tied to replicate this exact model.

Example Initial Consensus Model



2 min

8 min

10 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Navigate to the last part of the lesson by prompting students to consider related phenomena. Project slide Q and assign students home
learning. Prompt students to think about other examples in which changing one component in an ecosystem affected the living things
in the ecosystem. Students should record their ideas in their scientists notebook and bring them to the next class.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

This is the first time that the term “ecosystem” is used in a prompt for students in this unit. Students should
come in having used the term “ecosystem” in Grade 5 LS2.A: Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems. If
students have not used the term “ecosystem” before, take a moment to remind students that, when we say
“ecosystem,” we are referring to groups of living things interacting with one another and their physical
environment.

End of day 2

11 · SHARE RELATED PHENOMENA
MATERIALS: science notebook, chart paper, markers

Share related phenomena. Project slide R and have students take out their home learning from the previous day. Remind students that
they were asked to think about other examples of times that changing one component in an ecosystem caused other components to
also change.✱

Have students share their ideas with a partner. After a few moments, have students share their ideas with the whole class. Accept all
student responses. Try to draw out a wide variety of related phenomena. Encourage students to consider how the related phenomena
are similar or different from the case of the orangutans and the oil palms. Keep a public record of the related phenomena. You may also
want to prompt students to keep a record of the related phenomena in their science notebooks. Some related phenomena may include

plastic and other pollution in the ocean is killing animals,
large animals like elephants and white rhinos are being poached,
climate change is harming the polar bears,
the bees and other pollinators are disappearing, and
the wolves in Yellowstone disappeared.

This related phenomena move may feel disconnected from the palm oil problem and that is OK. In Lesson 5, students will complete a
self-documentation activity with local phenomena that should be seen as a 2nd pass at generating relevant related phenomena.

Conclude the discussion by saying, It seems like there are multiple cases that we can identify in which changing one living thing in an ecosystem
can affect other living things in the same area. Sometimes the connections seem to be direct, and, at other times, they don’t seem direct.
Sometimes, the cases involve people, and other times, they don’t. All of these cases sound like they could be concerning! Maybe if we can figure out
what is going on with the orangutans and the oil palms, we can figure out how the living and nonliving things in these other cases are connected, too.

Before we started thinking about these related experiences, we were trying to figure out: “How could buying candy affect orangutan
populations in the wild?” Now, in light of this broader set of things we are wondering about, it seems like we need to modify our question a bit.
Perhaps something like, “How does changing an ecosystem affect what lives there?” Record this new question at the top of the Driving
Question Board.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

A key element of the Anchoring
Phenomenon routine is letting students
share their experiences with related
phenomena. By doing this, students can
connect their diverse experiences with the
shared phenomenon that is the focus of
the unit. It is okay at this point if students
share related phenomenon that are not all
that related. They will discuss phenomena
related to land use changes again in Lesson
5.



6 min

20 min

12 · DEVELOP INITIAL QUESTIONS
MATERIALS: sticky notes, markers, science notebook

Prepare for the Driving Question Board. Display slide S. Remind students that we are going to try to capture all of our questions about
what is going on with the orangutans and the oil palm and all of the related cases so that we can use our questions to guide our
investigation into what is going on. To do this, we are going to build a Driving Question Board (DQB).✱

Prompt students to take out and review the following resources (in their science notebooks):
your initial model
the class model
our list of related phenomena

After students have had a chance to review their resources, have students generate a list of questions that they have about the case of
the orangutans and the oil palm and other related cases. Students should record their questions on sticky notes—one question per sticky
note. They should write their questions so that they are big and bold—so everyone can see the questions clearly.

Give students several minutes to populate their sticky notes with questions. In order to generate a diverse array of questions, it
helps to have students think carefully about the case of the orangutans and the oil palm and other related phenomena. If time

permits, have students share questions with a partner. Ask students to share their questions with a partner to ensure that the questions
are clear and productive for the phenomena. The partners should act as critical peers and ask clarifying questions if they don’t
understand a question. Each student can edit their questions before sharing as a whole class.✱

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

It is important that all questions posed by students be placed on the DQB regardless of whether they are
open-ended or close-ended.

For students’ DQB questions, look for:
Make note of any close-ended questions and use navigation time throughout the unit to turn
close-ended questions into open-ended ones that necessitate a need to examine additional
evidence. As you move into Ideas for Additional Data We Need, have students focus on
categorizing their questions and then identifying the kinds of data and additional information that
would be helpful in answering a category of questions.

Make note of the parts of the ecosystem that have many questions and the parts that have few or no
questions. If a part of the system has few or no questions, prompt students to generate more questions in
this space so that each part of the system has a set of questions to guide investigations.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

A DQB provides a public representation of
the class’s joint mission. Students can share
their questions and wonderings with one
another, and the visual representation
offers another modality for students to
access science in the classroom. It should
be centrally located in the classroom so
that it can be referenced and added to
throughout the unit.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Asking questions in everyday language
allows students to share their thinking or
experiences, even if they do not have the
appropriate scientific vocabulary yet. This is
helpful for emergent multilingual students
because, by not requiring scientific words at
the onset, you do not limit their
participation in classroom discourse.

13 · BUILD THE DRIVING QUESTION BOARD
MATERIALS: sticky notes, markers, science notebook, Driving Question Board

Share questions to develop the Driving Question Board. Next, begin the process of developing a shared DQB. Share slide T and say, We
have a lot of really good questions about the case of the orangutans and the oil palm and other related cases. It is important that we hear
everybody’s questions, and we might find that we have questions similar to some of our classmates’ questions. In order to help us group similar
questions, we are going to create a Driving Question Board. We are going to use our DQB to guide our investigation into what is going on with the
orangutans and the oil palm and in our work of figuring out how changing one living thing in an area could affect other living things in the same area.

Instruct students to share their questions, one by one, with the whole group.✱ Explain to students how you will create the DQB:
The first student reads his or her question aloud to the class, then posts it on the DQB.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

First and foremost during the formation of
the DQB is reinforcing a classroom
community wherein all ideas are valued
and everyone has a question up on the
board. Use your judgement on how to
press students to form “how” and “why”



Students who are listening should raise their hands if they have a question that relates to the question that was just read aloud.
The first student selects the next student whose hand is raised.
The second student reads his or her question, says why or how it relates, and posts it near the question it most relates to on
the DQB.
The student selects the next student.
Continue until everyone has at least one question on the DQB.

If the question is a new question and doesn’t fit with any questions that are already on the board, students should create a new cluster.

Cluster the questions. After all students have shared their questions, you will end up with a DQB that has several different clusters of
questions. As a class, decide on “umbrella” questions or topics for the clusters of questions.

Here are some examples of the kinds of questions students might come up with.

Why is palm oil in candy in the first place? Is there a substitute?
Why isn’t there a substitute for palm oil?
Why do we need palm oil in candy?
Is there something that can substitute palm oil so that orangutans don’t go extinct?

Where can oil palm trees grow?
Why don’t they plant the trees somewhere else?
Why did they choose those 2 islands to plant the palm oil trees?
Can oil palm grow in other tropical places?

Why are people doing this?
Why do they keep cutting down trees?
Why are people killing orangutans with planting palm oil trees when they know it will affect the environment?

Where do orangutans live?
Can you take the orangutan and put them in a different habitat, but similar to their old one?
Do orangutans live in other places?
Why aren’t there orangutan safe havens in Indonesia?

What do orangutans need to survive?
Why do orangutans only eat figs?
Are there other kinds of fruits that orangutans eat other than figs?
If there are a lot of trees, why do orangutans need to stay in small groups?

How does cutting down rainforest affect orangutans?
Will the orangutans die out because of us?
What would happen if orangutans went extinct?
What happens to the rainforest if the orangutans die out?
How are the Sumatran tiger and orangutan going extinct when the tropical rainforest is on the other side of oil palm
plantations?

Basic information on orangutans and tigers
How long do orangutans live?
How many orangutans are left?
How many orangutans die a year?
When did the orangutan first start going extinct?
What is the lifespan of a Sumatran tiger?
Are orangutans a prey of the Sumatran tiger?

Solutions
What can we do to save the rainforest from being cut down?
Are there people currently taking action to prevent the extinction of the orangutan and Sumatran tiger?
What can we do to stop these things?

questions. If a student struggles with
sharing, encourage them to go public with
questions rather than focusing specifically
on forming a “how” or “why” question.



8 min

3 min

14 · BRAINSTORM IDEAS FOR DATA AND INFORMATION WE NEED
MATERIALS: science notebook, Driving Question Board, chart paper

Brainstorm ideas for data and information we need. Now that the class has created a DQB, tell students that it is time to really dig into
the hard work of figuring out what is going on! Stay in the Scientists Circle to brainstorm ideas for data and information we need.
Present slide U and ask students, What kinds of information or data do we need to figure out the answers to our questions?

Prompt students to use the categories of questions from the DQB to identify the data and information that would help them answer
the category of question.

Have students turn and talk about their ideas before sharing out with the whole group. Assign each small group a category of questions.

Have small groups share out their ideas with the whole group. Make sure that all groups get to share at least a few ideas. Make a class
record of the ideas for future investigations and data we need. You may also want to prompt students to keep a record of proposed
investigations in their science notebooks.

An example is provided below:
Category of questions Data and Information that could be helpful

Where can oil palm trees grow? Climate for oil palm trees
Ideal temperature for oil palm trees
Ideal amount of water for oil palm trees

15 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Discuss what questions to investigate next. Conclude the lesson by working with students to decide next steps. Say, We figured out a lot
today! We figured out that, when oil palm trees go up, the orangutan population goes down. We think this has something to do with orangutans not
having enough food or habitat or being killed when oil palm trees are planted. It seems like growing oil palm is causing orangutan populations to
decrease.

Reference the DQB. In most cases, there will be a cluster of questions about palm oil as an ingredient. Read several of the student
questions from this cluster. Display slide V. Say, It seems like we have a lot of questions about why people use palm oil in foods and products
anyway and if there is something else we could use instead so that we could help orangutans. That sounds like it could be a promising solution. Let’s
start our investigations there.



Additional Lesson 1 Teacher Guidance
SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
ELA

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.2: Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; provide an accurate
summary of the text distinct from prior knowledge or opinions.

On day 2, students gather additional information from a reading about palm oil production and use it to
determine that it is a crop grown to produce an oil that is an ingredient in many food and cosmetic
products.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.6.1.c: Pose and respond to specific questions with elaboration and detail by making
comments that contribute to the topic, text, or issue under discussion.

When the class is building the Driving Question Board, if a student forgets to explain why or how their
question is linked to someone else’s question, press that student to try to talk through their own thinking.
This is a key way to emphasize the importance of listening to and building off of one another’s ideas and to
help scaffold student thinking.

If students can’t figure out to which question to connect theirs, encourage them to ask the class for help.
After an idea is shared, ask the original presenter if there is agreement and why, and then post the question.

Today’s activities rely on students communicating and articulating their thinking. One tool that may support
classroom discussion is the Communicating in Scientific Ways sentence starters. This 1-page document can be
blown up and printed as a class poster, printed on 8.5-×-11 paper, and posted near students’ desks, and/or
scaled down and taped into students’ science notebooks. To support discussion, reference the sentence
starters on the poster and encourage students to use those sentence starters to help them communicate.
The sentence starters can be especially useful for helping students engage in scientific talk, particularly
students who may feel reluctant to contribute.


